






















































A Record of Integrated Practicum in Forest Science Program (2014)
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2????????? 1? 5?????????? 2?
??????? 9-10??????????????






























































































































































































?? ??? ???ha? ?? ??
?? 2??? 1?? 0.72 63 ???????? 0.72   
??
8??? 2?? 0.39  ???
2????????? 0.61  ???
?? 1.00   
??
4??? 2?? 0.72 2 ??
8??? 1?? 1.48 2 ???
?? 2.20   
???
8??? 1?? 1.48 2 ??????
4??? 2?? 0.72 2 ??
4??? 1?? 0.36 3 ??
2????? 0.39 4 ??
3??? 1?? 0.56 4 ???
2??? 2?? 0.42 5 ???
2????? 0.22 5 ???
2??? 1?? 0.32 6 ???
1??? 1?? 3.00  ???
?? 7.47   
?????? 4??? 22?? 0.17 9  ?? 0.17   
???
4??? 11?? 0.35 13 ???
1??? 16?? 0.49 17 ???
1??? 36?? 0.55 17 ???
6??? 6?? 1.25 17 ???
?? 2.64   
?? 1 
??????
6??? 2?? 0.36 30 ???
6??? 1?? 1.70 25 ???
?? 2.06   
?? 2 
??????
2????? 0.29 40 ???
1??? 21?? 0.63 42 ??
1??? 31?? 0.64 42 ???
7??? 3?? 0.56 42 ??????
?? 2.12   
??? 2??? 1?? 0.72   ?? 0.72   













































































































































































































????????? 36? 45? 48???? 139?




































































































































































































































































































































































??? ???ha? ???2009?? ??
??????
?cm? ?????m?
1??? 21 0.64 36 ?? 19 18 
1??? 31 0.56 36 ??? 14 14 
2??? 2.41 57 ??? 22 20 ?? 32 23 
2??? 0.31 34 ??? 17 15 
2??? 2.81 34 ??? 14 14 
????/ha? 1579 
???cm?
??     23.9 
??      8.0 
??     46.0 
???m?
??     20.5 
??     16.8 
??     23.9 
??????m3/ha?      75.33 
???m3/ha?     715.93 
?? ??
?? 3000?/ha 
?? ??????????? 1?
??? ????????? 6?
???? ????? 10??
?? ????? 10??
??? ????? 13??
?? ????? 20??
???? ????? 40??
?????????
????????????? ????????
??
?????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????? 22?????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????? 27??
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
???????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
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????????????????????????
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????????????????????????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????
????????????????????????
????????????????????????
?????????????
?2003????????????????????
?????????? 894????????????
??????????? 54??????2013???
????????????????????????
????????????? 134?????????
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?2003??? 2013?? 10???????????
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